
ECON 102: Intermediate Macroeconomics
Prof. Julio Gaŕın

Fall 2022
Problem Set 3

Due Date: Friday, September 23.
Instructions: You may work on this problem set in groups of up to four people; should you choose to do so,
please make sure to legibly write each group member’s name on the first page of your solutions. Also: i) be neat,
ii), for the data part, if the question asks for a graph, copy the graph from Excel to Word and write your answer
next to or below it, iii) when graphing, label all plots, series, and axes accordingly, iv) if a graph has a time
dimension, always plot it on the horizontal axis, v) write down your name, vi) staple all pages together. Have
fun!

Consumption-Saving Decisions: Part I

1. Basic Consumer Theory. Suppose that a consumer lives for two periods and has lifetime utility given by

U = lnC + β lnC ′.

The household faces a sequence of budget constraints, where Y and Y ′ are exogenously given as are taxes,
T and T ′, and the real interest rate, r:

C + S = Y − T

C ′ = Y ′ − T ′ + (1 + r)S.

(a) Explain in words why S′ = 0, and therefore does not appear in the second period budget constraint.

(b) What are the units of the real interest rate?

(c) Combine the two period budget constraints into one unified budget constraint.

(d) Set up the problem the consumer faces and derive an optimality condition that characterizes optimal
behavior (i.e., the Euler equation).

(e) Solver for the optimal values of C and C ′, refer to them as C∗ and C ′∗.

(f) Graphically characterize the optimality condition in an indifference curve-budget line diagram.

(g) Suppose there is an increase in current income, Y . Show how this affects the indifference curve-budget
line diagram. What should happen to current saving, S, in response to the increase in Y ?

(h) Suppose instead that there is a known increase in future income, Y ′. Show how this affects the indiffer-
ence curve-budget line diagram. What should happen to current saving, S, in response to the increase
in Y ′?

2. Some Numbers. A consumer’s income in the current period is Y = 250 and income in the future period is
Y ′ = 300. The real interest rate r is 0.05, or 5%, per period. Assume that there are no taxes.

(a) Determine the consumer’s lifetime wealth (p.d.v. of lifetime income).

(b) Suppose that the consumer’s preferences are such that the current and future consumption are perfect
complements, so that she always wants to have equal consumption in the current and future periods.
Draw the consumer’s indifference curves.

(c) Solve for the consumer’s optimal current-period and future-period consumption, and for optimal saving
as well. Is the consumer a lender or a borrower? Show this situation in a diagram with the consumer’s
budget constraint and indifference curves.

(d) Now suppose that instead of Y = 250, the consumer has Y = 320. Again, determine optimal consumption
in the current and future periods and optimal saving, and show this in a diagram. Is the consumer a
lender or a borrower?

(e) Explain the differences in your results between parts 2c and 2d.
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